The new typeface — Steinbeck — is an attempt to catch the feeling of these numerous Gothic typefaces not by applying digital special effects, that simulate the inconsistencies of print, but by approaching the process of drawing the Bezier curves differently. Drawing outlines in a computer vector program, it is too easy to rely on the measurement tool rather than on one’s eye. Too easy to make everything geometrically perfect and visually boring. It is almost irresistible to correct a humpy curve, uneven width, imperfect symmetry, an inconsistent thickness — ideal smoothness is just one mouse drag away. In Steinbeck many of the occurring inconsistencies were kept (and many were made intentionally): without fanatically collecting curious deviations, but rather with a healthy disregard for digital precision tools.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Transformation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>case</td>
<td>Uppercase Punctuation</td>
<td>H→H «H» → H→H «H»</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ss01</td>
<td>Stylistic Set 1</td>
<td>r→r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ss02</td>
<td>Stylistic Set 2 (Italic only)</td>
<td>z→3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Новый шрифт Стаинбек — это попытка передать ощущение металлических гратексов начала двадцатого века, не прибегая к разнообразным цифровым спецэффектам, а посредством по-другому на процесс рисования кривых Безье. Рисуя в компьютерной программе, мы зачастую больше надеемся на линейку, чем на собственный глаз: слишком велик соблазн исправить неровную кривую, случайно отличающуюся толщину, покосившуюся симметрию — до идеальной гладкости всего.
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The new typeface — Steinbeck — is an attempt to catch the feeling of these numerous Gothic typefaces not by applying digital special effects, that simulate the inconsistencies of print, but by approaching the process of drawing the Bezier curves differently. Drawing outlines in a computer vector program, it is too easy to rely on the measurement tool rather than on one’s eye. Too easy to make everything geometrically perfect and visually boring. It is almost irresistible to correct a humpy curve, uneven width, imperfect symmetry.
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The new typeface — Steinbeck — is an attempt to catch the feeling of these numerous Gothic typefaces not by applying digital special effects, that simulate the inconsistencies of print, but by approaching the process of drawing the Bezier curves differently. Drawing outlines in a computer vector program, it is too easy to rely on the measurement tool rather than on one’s eye. Too easy to make everything geometrically perfect and visually boring. It is almost irresistible to correct a humpy curve, uneven width, imperfect symmetry, an inconsistent thickness.
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The new typeface — Steinbeck — is an attempt to catch the feeling of these numerous Gothic typefaces not by applying digital special effects, that simulate the inconsistencies of print, but by approaching the process of drawing the Bezier curves differently. Drawing outlines in a computer vector program, it is too easy to rely on the measurement tool rather than on one’s eye. Too easy to make everything geometrically perfect and visually boring. It is almost irresistible to correct a humpy curve, uneven width, imperfect symmetry, an inconsistent thickness — ideal smoothness is just one mouse drag away. In Steinbeck many of the occurring inconsistencies were kept (and many were made intentionally): without fanatically collecting curious deviations, but rather with a healthy disregard for digital precision tools.
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The new typeface — Steinbeck — is an attempt to catch the feeling of these numerous Gothic typefaces not by applying digital special effects, that simulate the inconsistencies of print, but by approaching the process of drawing the Bezier curves differently. Drawing outlines in a computer vector program, it is too easy to rely on the measurement tool rather than on one’s eye. Too easy to make everything geometrically perfect and visually boring. It is almost irresistible to correct a humpy curve, uneven width, imperfect symmetry, an inconsistent thickness — ideal smoothness is just one mouse drag away. In Steinbeck many of the occurring inconsistencies were kept (and many were made intentionally): without fanatically collecting curious deviations, but rather with a healthy disregard for digital precision tools.
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The new typeface — Steinbeck — is an attempt to catch the feeling of these numerous Gothic typefaces not by applying digital special effects, that simulate the inconsistencies of print, but by approaching the process of drawing the Bezier curves differently. Drawing outlines in a computer vector program, it is too easy to rely on the measurement tool rather than on one’s eye. Too easy to make everything geometrically perfect and visually boring. It is almost irresistible to correct a humpy curve, uneven width, imperfect symmetry, an inconsistent thickness — ideal smoothness is just one mouse drag away. In Steinbeck many of the occurring inconsistencies were kept (and many were made intentionally): without fanatically collecting curious deviations, but rather with a healthy disregard for digital precision tools.
Новый шрифт Стаинбек — это попытка передать ощущение металлических готесков начала двадцатого века, не прибегая к разнообразным цифровым спецэффектам, а посмотрев по-другому на процесс рисования кризис Бэзье. Рисуя в компьютерной программе, мы зачастую больше надеемся на линейку, чем на собственный глаз; слишком велик соблазн исправить неровную кривую, случайно отличающуюся толщину, покосившуюся симметрию — до идеальной гладкости всего один клик. В Стаинбеке множество подобных криволинейностей были сохранены (а некоторые и привнесены нарочно) — без фантастического собирательства.
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